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Living wall
A living wall is just the
thing for small spaces
and apartments. By
Sarah Withell.
f you enjoy growing your own
potted plants and would like a
stylish way of displaying them
inside the home, then this month’s
project could be just what you need.
I’ve been admiring living walls and
hanging gardens for some time now,
and decided to create an achievable
small-scale version to house small
pots and fresh herbs in my kitchen.
These shelves are affordable and
easy to make, and ideal for
apartments and smaller homes
without much garden space.

Make
the most
of your

1

weekend

Cut your length of pine
into three pieces, each
600mm long. You can do
this with either a hand
saw or a skill saw. Once
cut, give them a sand.
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Measure out the
placement of your holes
that will hold the
terracotta pots. I spaced
mine out at 150mm
centres. Repeat these
markings for all three
lengths of timber.
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Add your pots and
plants, and hang in your
chosen spot. Make sure
that you use hooks that
can safely take the
weight of your shelves.

Bring out the best in the timber surfaces
around your home with Resene woodcare
products. The range includes everything
from interior and exterior wood stains
through to furniture and decking oil, clear
polyurethanes and more. Available from
Resene ColorShops nationwide.
And to help you get started we have a
collection of handy DIY projects on
our website to show you how to do
everything from creating a boardwalk to
beautifying old garden benches. Check out
www.resene.co.nz/gardenprojects
and make the most of your backyard.

free!

FOR THIS PROJECT
YOU WILL NEED
■ 1 length of untreated pine 20mm
thick and 120mm wide
■ Hand saw or skill saw
■ Sandpaper
■ Drill with 72mm hole saw drill bit and
7.5mm drill bit (for 7mm rope)
■ 9 x 9cm terracotta pots
■ White synthetic general purpose
rope 7mm x 10m
■ 8 x white plastic cable ties
■ Resene Colorwood Whitewash
■ Speed brush or synthetic paintbrush
■ Various herbs or small plants
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Using a drill with a hole saw attachment, cut out
72mm (D) sized holes to fit your terracotta pots. I
practised first on a spare cut of timber I had lying
around, to make sure that the hole I was drilling
was the right size. For my 9cm pots, I found that
72mm ensured a good fit. Tidy up each hole with
a light sand.
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Now you need to cut the holes for your rope.
Measure in 20mm from each corner and mark
your drilling spot. Use a 7.5mm drill bit to make
one hole in each corner (the size drill bit you use
will depend on the thickness of the rope you are
using to hang your shelves – adjust accordingly).
Repeat for all three lengths of timber.
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To achieve a fresh, clean look I
used Resene Colorwood
Whitewash interior wood stain.
There are lots of colours to
choose from, so you could pick
whichever best suits the timber
you are using and where the
finished project will be hanging.
I applied two coats of
Whitewash using a speed
brush, or synthetic brush.
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Cut your rope into four equal lengths and
thread each length through the corner holes
of your shelves starting from the bottom. Tie
each length of rope into a knot on the
underside of the bottom shelf, so the bottom
shelf rests on these knots.

Adjust the placement of your shelves until you get them
evenly spaced. Make sure you allow room for the pots to
sit in the shelves, and room for your plants to grow of
course. I spaced my shelves at 200mm apart. Secure the
undersides of your remaining shelves with cable ties, they
are a good solution because they aren’t hugely visible and
they don’t budge. Trim the long ends of the cable ties
once in place.

Get your project
started with a free
testpot or fandeck!

Simply bring in this ad and you can get a FREE
Resene testpot 55-80ml in the Resene colour of
your choice or a FREE The Range fashion colours
fandeck to help you choose your colours.
Available at Resene owned ColorShops only until 30 November 2015.
Limit one coupon and free testpot or The Range fashion colours
fandeck per customer.

0800 RESENE (737 363) www.resene.co.nz
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